Does God Believe in Human Rights? 2007

where can religions find sources of legitimacy for human rights how do and how should religious leaders and communities respond to human rights as defined in modern international law when religious precepts contradict human rights standards for example in relation to freedom of expression or in relation to punishments which should trump the other and why can human rights and religious teachings be interpreted in a manner which brings reconciliation closer do the modern concept and system of human rights undermine the very vision of society that religions aim to impart is a reference to god in the discussion of human rights misplaced do human fallibilities with respect to interpretation judicial reasoning and the understanding of human oneness and dignity provide the key to the undeniable and sometimes devastating conflicts that have arisen between and within religions and the human rights movement in this volume academics and lawyers tackle these most difficult questions head on with candour and creativity and the collection is rendered unique by the further contributions of a remarkable range of other professionals including senior religious leaders and representatives journalists diplomats and civil servants both national and international most notably the contributors do not shy away from the boldest question of all summed up in the book s title the thoroughly edited and revised papers which make up this collection were originally prepared for a ground breaking conference organised by the clemens nathan research centre the university of london institute of commonwealth studies and martinus nijhoff brill
Religion among People 2017-10-23

at the deepest level religious traditions determine what goes on between one human being and another between one community and another and between human beings and whoever holds power over them kees bolle s original passionate scholarship veered away from things handed down and standard in our thought about religions in this his final book he explores how religious paradigms have given rise to particular structures of power and how religious myths compel particular human actions the possibility of interpretation the necessity for recognizing religious forms where they appear the relationship of secularization and sacredness and at every turn bolle examines the notion that western intellectuals are nonreligious he confronts the responsibility mere scholarship bears for events sometimes terrible events in the real world we move from david and nathan to antigone from brahmanism and buddhism to the familial struggle between christianity and islam the book concludes with bolle s striking reflections on how modern man has become inherently religious in concurrence with modern manifestations of power bolle is a fascinating figure he loved the immediacy of lessons found in hasidic stories and his own thought may be said to approach the wholeness the immediacy of religion

On Religion 2006-11

featuring an exploration of a controversial subject this book talks about the complex issues of faith and religion

Religion: The Basics 2008-05-12

from the local to the global level religion is more than ever an important and hotly debated part of modern life in the twenty first century from silver rings to ringtones and from clubs to headscarves we often find the cultural role and discussion of religion in unexpected ways now in its second edition religion the basics remains the best introduction to religion and contemporary culture available the new edition has been fully revised and updated and includes new discussions of the study of religion and culture in the twenty first century texts films and rituals cognitive approaches to religion globalization and multiculturalism spirituality in the west popular religion with new case studies linking cultural theory to real world religious experience and practice and guides to further reading religion the basics is an essential buy for students wanting to get to grips with this hotly debated topic
An Introduction to Religion and Politics 2013-05-07

an introduction to religion and politics offers a comprehensive overview of the many theories of religion and politics and provides students with an accessible but in depth account of the most significant debates issues and methodologies fox examines the ways in which religion influences politics analyses the current key issues and provides a state of the art account of religion and politics highlighting the diversity in state religion policies around the world topics covered include secularism and secularization religious identity religious worldviews beliefs doctrines and theologies religious legitimacy religious institutions and mobilization rational and functional religion religious fundamentalism conflict violence and terror this work combines theoretical analysis with data on the religion policies of 177 governments showing that while most of the world s government support religion and many restrict it true neutrality on the issue of religion is extremely rare religion is becoming an inescapable issue in politics this work will be essential reading for all students of religion and politics and will also be of great interest to those studying related subjects such as comparative politics international relations and war and conflict studies

Colloquies on Religion and Religious Education 1849

this comprehensive handbook provides a christian perspective on religion and its many manifestations around the world written by top religion scholars from a broad spectrum of christianity it introduces world religions indigenous religious traditions and new religious movements articles explore the relationship of other religions to christianity providing historical perspective on past encounters and highlighting current issues the book also contains articles by adherents of non christian religions offering readers an insider s perspective on various religions and their encounters with christianity maps timelines and sidebars are included

Handbook of Religion 2014-11-04

in recent years there has been growing awareness across a range of academic disciplines of the value of exploring issues of religion and the sacred in relation to cultures of everyday life exploring religion and the sacred in a media age offers inter di

Exploring Religion and the Sacred in a Media Age 2009
it's hard to think of a single aspect of American culture past or present in which religion has not played a major role. The roles religion plays moreover become more bewilderingly complex and diverse every day for all those who want whether out of curiosity, necessity, or civic duty a vivid picture and fuller understanding of the current reality of religion in America. This very short introduction is the go-to book they need. Timothy Beal describes many aspects of religion in contemporary America that are typically ignored in other books on the subject, including religion in popular culture and counter-cultural groups; the growing phenomenon of hybrid religious identities, both individual and collective; the expanding numbers of new religious movements or NRMs in America; and interesting examples of outsider religion such as paradise gardens in Georgia and the People Love People House of God in Ohio. He also offers an engaging overview of the history of religion in America from Native American traditions to the present day. Beal sees three major forces shaping the present and future of religion in America: first, unprecedented religious diversity, which will continue to grow in the decades to come; second, the information revolution and the emergence of a new network society; and third, the rise of consumer culture. Taken together, these forces offer the potential to create a new American pluralism that would enrich society in unimaginable ways but they also threaten the great ideal of e pluribus unum.

Combining authority with wit, accessibility, and style, Very Short Introductions offer an introduction to some of life's most interesting topics written by experts for the newcomer. They demonstrate the finest contemporary thinking about the central problems and issues in hundreds of key topics from philosophy to Freud, quantum theory to Islam.


A leading authority on religion and spirituality in America recounts the changes she witnessed from 1992-2004, a period she compares to the tumultuous years of the reformation and peri-reformation in Europe. As the founding editor of the religion department of Publishers Weekly, Phyllis Tickle was a key figure in bringing discussions about religion into the nation's cultural and intellectual mainstream. Prayer Is a Place is her insightful, first-person account of the people she has met and the trends she has observed over twelve crucial years of change in American religion. Tickle writes about her face-to-face meetings with such luminaries as the Dalai Lama, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, and the Chief Mullah of Jerusalem; describes speeches and conferences that redefined traditional religions and chronicles the birth of new approaches to religion and spirituality. The result is a fascinating overview of the reconfiguration of religion in America and its impact on our culture in charting the changes, passions, and innovations that have occurred. Tickle remains a clear-eyed, unbiased, and sympathetic observer from her lively reminiscences of the 1003 Parliament of the World's Religions (a seminal gathering of Christians, Jews, Muslims, and Buddhists) to an intriguing look at the rise of Gnosticism in the country to a cogent analysis of the spirituality movements that swept through America during the last decades of the twentieth century. Prayer Is a Place reminds readers that reverence can be expressed in many different forms and in many different settings.
Prayer Is a Place 2010-04-28

the new york times bestseller in god reza aslan sheds new light on mankind s relationship with the divine and challenges our perspective on the
history of faith and the birth of religion from the origins of spiritual thought to the concept of an active engaged divine presence that underlies all
creation aslan examines how the idea of god arose in human evolution was gradually personalized endowed with human traits and emotions and
eventually transformed into a single divine personality the god known today by such names as yahweh father and allah bold wide ranging and
provocative god challenges everything we thought we knew about the origins of religious belief and with it our relationship with life and death with
the natural and spiritual worlds and our understanding of the very essence of human existence

God 2017-11-07

religion and politics are never far from the headlines but their relationship remains complex and often confusing this book offers an engaging
accessible and balanced treatment of religion in american politics it explores the historical cultural and legal contexts that motivate religious
political engagement and assesses the pragmatic and strategic political realities that religious organizations and people face incorporating the best
and most current scholarship the authors examine the evolving politics of roman catholics evangelical and mainline protestants african american
and latino traditions jews muslims and other religious minorities recent immigrants and religious nones and other conventional and not so
conventional american religious movements new to the sixth edition covers the 2016 election and assesses the role of religion from obama to
trump expands substantially on religion s relationship to gender and sexuality race ethnicity and class and features the role of social media in
religious mobilization adds discussion questions at the end of every chapter to help students gain deeper understanding of the subject adds a new
concluding chapter on the normative issues raised by religious political engagement to stimulate lively discussions

Religion and Politics in America 2018-08-06

this comprehensive survey of religion and its profound effects on history provides a historical context for in depth analysis of theological social and
political themes in which religion plays a major role george walsh first traces the rise and impact of primitive religions he looks at indian traditions
including hinduism buddhism and jainism and analyzes the semitic tradition of judaism and christianity and the evolving conception of a personal
god he discusses the history and chief doctrines of islam as well with its fundamental respect for desert tribal values and its emphasis on both the
authority of god and the brotherhood of believers walsh then compares judaism and christianity he sees judaism as marked by a profound
ambivalence between the values of tribal nomadic desert life and the values of urban civilization individualism and collectivism judaism is this
worldly but the christian worldview is other worldly walsh closes with a timely discussion of the ethical political and economic teachings of the judeo christian tradition focusing specifically on their differing attitudes toward sex reproduction and marriage their basic views of mind and body and man s relation to god

The Role of Religion in History 2011-12-31

people observe and transgress religious borders when they relate with faith and other faiths when they shape communities when they make decisions a group of researchers have joined an inquiry into the forces of religious closure and openness in present day central and eastern europe the volume is a result of a research community constituted within the revacern project religion and values in central and eastern europe research network supported by the 6th framework program of the european union chapters are structured in three sections focusing on individual experiences of religion and spirituality on religious elites and on the interaction of religion with politics sociology political science and history are triangulated to render a clear understanding of the individual experiences of religion and secularity and of the strategic choices of religious and political elites taking readers along an exploration of religious identity and otherness

Spaces and Borders 2011-09-29

from silent films to contemporary blockbusters religion has always proved a popular theme for the cinema however all too often religion and film are discussed from narrowly confessional perspectives with the result that the field has long been dominated by the question of a film s fidelity to a religious text or worldview or its value as a tool in ministry and mission religion and film an introduction seeks to redress this balance and argues for a new holistic approach to the subject that draws on work from cultural studies religious studies and film studies alike wright argues that the meanings of a film are not encoded by its textual organisation but are bound up with its interpretation by viewers in specific contexts focusing on religiously diverse films like the ten commandments la passion de jeanne d arc kadosh lagaan my son the fanatic keeping the faith the wicker man and mel gibson s the passion of the christ the author looks at varied screen representations of religion at films shaped by strong convictions about the place of religion in society and at the roles that audiences play as consumers of film the book will have strong appeal to students as well as general readers interested in all aspects of the inter relationship of religion and the cinema

Religion and Film 2006-10-27
the recurring economic crises or near crises have slowly impressed the public mind that we have moved into an era signaling the end of affluence. The source as well as the visible symptom of these crises has been shortages of energy which have made the average American realize that his habitual wasteful lifestyle of uninhibited consumption is rapidly becoming impractical at the same time much has been written about the economic factors and problems associated with dwindling energy supplies and there has been a good deal of off-handed speculation about imminent changes in social arrangements that must accompany the slowdown in economic growth yet theological reflection concerning the impact of diminished wealth on religious attitudes and values and the social expectations underlying them has been minimal or at least it has not been done in a sustained and comprehensive way in this book the author assumes the task of such sweeping reflection.

**The Bursting of New Wineskins 1978**

this book brings together over 300 important readings on religion in modern times offering a new framework and language for making sense of religion today.

**Religion in Modern Times 2000-04-07**

looking at the everyday interaction of religion and media in our cultural lives hoover's new book is a fascinating assessment of the state of modern religion recent years have produced a marked turn away from institutionalized religions towards more autonomous individual forms of the search for spiritual meaning film television the music industry and the internet are central to this process cutting through the monolithic assertions of world religions and giving access to more diverse and fragmented ideals while the sheer volume and variety of information travelling through global media changes modes of religious thought and commitment the human desire for spirituality also invigorates popular culture itself recreating commodities film blockbusters world sport and popular music as contexts for religious meanings drawing on research into household media consumption hoover charts the way in which media and religion intermingle and collide in the cultural experience of media audiences religion in the media age is essential reading for everyone interested in how today mass media relates to contemporary religious and spiritual life.

**Religion in the Media Age 2006-11-22**

a rich source for comparative studies of the body and of its relation to society.
Religion and the Body 1997

handbook for religion and social institutions is written for sociologists who study a variety of sub disciplines and are interested in recent studies and theoretical approaches that relate religious variables to their particular area of interest the handbook focuses on several major themes social institutions such as politics economics education health and social welfare family and the life cycle inequality social control culture religion as a social institution and in a global perspective this handbook will be of interest to social scientists including sociologists anthropologists political scientists and other researchers whose study brings them in contact with the study of religion and its impact on social institutions

Handbook of Religion and Social Institutions 2006-01-26

this study analyzes hegel s philosophy of religion in relation to ongoing debates about the relation between religion and politics as well as the history of their conceptualization in the modern west lewis argues that recent non traditional more kantian interpretations of hegel s project open up a new understanding of his treatment of religion

Religion, Modernity, and Politics in Hegel 2011-07-28

for decades scholars and public intellectuals have been predicting the demise of religion in the face of secularization yet religion is undergoing an unprecedented resurgence in modern life and secularization no longer appears so inevitable formations of belief brings together many of today s leading historians to shed critical light on secularism s origins its present crisis and whether it is as antithetical to religion as it is so often made out to be formations of belief offers a more nuanced understanding of the origins of secularist thought demonstrating how reformed christianity and the enlightenment were not the sole vessels of a worldview based on rationalism and individual autonomy taking readers from late antiquity to the contemporary era the contributors show how secularism itself can be a form of belief and yet how its crisis today has been brought on by its apparent incapacity to satisfy people s spiritual needs they explore the rise of the humanistic study of religion in europe jewish messianism atheism and last rites in the soviet union the cult of the saints in colonial mexico religious minorities and islamic identity in pakistan the neuroscience of religion and more based on the shelby cullom davis center seminars at princeton university this incisive book features illuminating essays by peter brown yaacob dweck peter e gordon anthony grafton brad s gregory stefania pastore caterina pizzigoni victoria smolkin max weiss and muhammad qasim zaman
Formations of Belief 2019-09-17

a dark but brilliantly original work one of the most important books on religion and the modern in recent years h net reviews opening with the provocative query what might an anthropology of the secular look like this book explores the concepts practices and political formations of secularism with emphasis on the major historical shifts that have shaped secular sensibilities and attitudes in the modern west and the middle east talal asad proceeds to dismantle commonly held assumptions about the secular and the terrain it allegedly covers he argues that while anthropologists have oriented themselves to the study of the strangeness of the non european world and to what are seen as non rational dimensions of social life things like myth taboo and religion the modern and the secular have not been adequately examined the conclusion is that the secular cannot be viewed as a successor to religion or be seen as on the side of the rational it is a category with a multi layered history related to major premises of modernity democracy and the concept of human rights this book will appeal to anthropologists historians religious studies scholars as well as scholars working on modernity a difficult if stunningly eloquent book a response both elusive and forthright to the many shelves of books on terrorism which this country s trade publishers are rushing into print bryn mawr review of comparative literature this wonderfully illuminating book should be read alongside the author s genealogies of religion religion one of the most interesting scholars of religious writing today christian scholar s review asad s brilliant study remains a defining piece of intellectual and scholarly contribution for all of those interested in exploring the religious and the secular in the modern era the american journal of islamic social sciences

Faith and Polity 1992

gives an account of the history the theological basis the practice and the current state of the study of religion and religions throughout the world combines a clear and non technical style of presentation with a structure and range of contributions which reflect the richness and complexity of religion itself of the religions of the world and the study of religions comprehensive index bibliographies and suggestions for further reading intriguing philosophical questions are raised about the nature of religion and the qualities needed for studying it times higher education supplement excellent book remarkably successful impressive as much for the sheer scale of the undertaking as for its consistent standard of analysis it is a fine achievement which will serve both as a very suitable textbook for students and a reliable guide to the state of scholarship in the history and study of religions heythrop journal

Formations of the Secular 2003-02-03
a historian explores the proper role of religion in schools responsible for shaping the next generation for enlightened citizenship drawing upon a series of conversations he hosted among educators and religious leaders marty draws a nuanced picture of the interrelationship between religious and educational concerns at all levels of schooling

**The World's Religions 2004-01-14**

this volume brings together current research on young people non religion and diversity documenting the forms young people s stances may take and the social or spatial contexts in which these may be formed the social contexts studied include the family school and faith communities the spatial contexts include sub urban and rural geographies and places of worship and pilgrimage youth and non religion are an area of academic interest that has been gaining increasing attention especially as it pertains to youthful expressions of non religion and identities as research on religion and young people spans and expands across academic disciplines and across geographic areas comparative approaches and perspectives such as presented in this volume offer important spaces for reflecting about the experience of religiosity among young people and the ways they are learning about and developing non religious identities building bridges geographically and methodologically this volume provides an international perspective on religion and nonreligion among young people offering a diversity of religious and nonreligious perspectives

**Education, Religion, and the Common Good 2000-09-15**

this final book in the series focuses on the atheistic or humanistic type of religions it would be one of the most valuable for the church in the western world where anti god and pro evolution religions are beginning to explode for it was written to refute those religions and show how they fail unlike most books on world religions this title dives into the secular humanistic religions the book starts with god s word as the absolute authority in doing so god becomes our guide to refute false religions humanistic religions are all around us and we need to be able to spot their tenets and oppose them instead of allowing them to subtly infiltrate our christianity and undermine us from within we need to know how to refute these humanistic religions we need to know how to effectively present the gospel to people who have been deceived by humanistic religions

**Young People and the Diversity of (Non)Religious Identities in International Perspective 2019-07-11**

designed to serve as an introduction to american religion this volume is distinctive in its approach instead of following a traditional narrative the
book is arranged thematically eleven chapters by top scholars present in carefully organized and accessible fashion topics and perspectives fundamental to the understanding of religion in america some of the chapters treat aspects of faith typical to most religious groups such as theology proselytization supernaturalism and cosmology others deal with race ethnicity gender the state economy science diversity and regionalism facets of american culture that often interact with religion each topical essay is structured chronologically divided into sections on pre colonial colonial revolutionary and early republican antebellum postbellum and late nineteenth century early twentieth century and modern america one can study the extended history of a certain theme or read across the book for a study of all the themes during a specific period in history this book s new approach offers a rich analysis of the genuine complexity of american religious life with a helpful glossary of basic religious terms movements people and groups this book will become an essential tool for students and teachers of religion contributors yvonne chireau swarthmore college amy derogatis michigan state university william durbin washington theological union tracy fessenden arizona state university james german state university of new york potsdam philip goff indiana university Purdue university at indianapolis paul harvey university of colorado colorado springs sue marasco vanderbilt university winnifred fallers sullivan university of chicago divinity school roberto trevino university of texas arlington david weaver zercher messiah college

World Religions and Cults Volume 3 2016-11-30

our ancestors saw the material world as alive and they often personified nature today we claim to be realists but in reality we are not paying attention to the symbols and myths hidden in technology beneath much of our talk about computers and the internet claims william a stahl is an unacknowledged mysticism an implicit religion by not acknowledging this mysticism we have become critically short of ethical and intellectual resources with which to understand and confront changes brought on by technology

Religion for Peace 1973

this book first published in 1926 is a collection of the original thoughts of samuel george shattock on religious matters shattock recorded his thoughts on religion throughout his life this title brings together what shattock himself felt to be his most important ideas on theology thoughts on religion will be of interest to students of religion and philosophy

Themes in Religion and American Culture 2005-10-12
Cesari argues that both religious and national communities are defined by the three bs belief behaviour and belonging by focusing on the ways in which these three bs intersect overlap or clash she identifies the patterns of the politicization of religion and vice versa in any given context her approach has four advantages firstly it combines an exploration of institutional and ideational changes across time which are usually separated by disciplinary boundaries secondly it illustrates the heuristic value of combining qualitative and quantitative methods by statistically testing the validity of the patterns identified in the qualitative historical phase of the research thirdly it avoids reducing religion to beliefs by investigating the significance of the institution ideas connections and fourthly it broadens the political approach beyond state religion relations to take into account actions and ideas conveyed in other arenas such as education welfare and culture

**Essays on Religion and Literature 1874**

This leading textbook for world religion is designed to help students in their study and research of the world’s religious traditions known and valued for its balanced approach and its respected board of consulting editors this text addresses ways to study religion provides broad coverage of diverse religions and offers an arresting layout with rich illustrations introductory sections on understanding religion and the religions of antiquity lay the foundation for the study of the numerous religious traditions highlighted in the volume including indigenous religions hinduism buddhism jainism judaism christianity islam sikhism and chinese korean and japanese religions the user friendly content is enhanced by charts of religious festivals historic timelines updated maps of the world’s religions and a useful glossary both historical overviews and modern perspectives for each religion are included this third edition has several updates including a new design a new section on women and religion and a newly revised section on religions in today’s world

**God and the Chip 2009-08-03**

From the united states to the middle east asia and africa religion continues to be an important factor in political activity and organisation the second edition of this successful handbook provides the definitive global survey of the interaction of religion and politics featuring contributions from an international team of experts it examines the political aspects of all the world’s major religions including such crucial contemporary issues as religious fundamentalism terrorism the war on terror the clash of civilizations the arab spring and science and religion each chapter has been updated to reflect the latest developments and thinking in the field and new chapters such as postsecularism and international relations and securitization and secularization the two pillars of state regulation of european islam have been added to ensure the book is a comprehensive and up to date resource four main themes addressed include world religions and politics religion and governance religion and international relations religion security and development references at the end of each chapter have been overhauled to guide the reader towards the most up to date
information on various topics this book is an indispensable source of information for students academics and the wider public interested in the dynamic relationship between politics and religion

Thoughts on Religion 2015-07-24

recent decades have witnessed a surge of literature and activism from religious leaders and thinkers on the natural environment religions and environments a reader in religion nature and ecology brings together some of the most thought provoking examples of such writings from the nineteenth century up to today spanning a variety of methodological approaches and religious traditions viewpoints and locations religions and environments a reader in religion nature and ecology depicts some of the diverse ways that religious narratives and practices have helped people connect to the physical world around them to do so it is divided into three parts the wilderness the garden and the city traditions represented include nature spiritualities asian traditions judaism islam christianity and indigenous traditions reflecting the most current scholarship in the study of religion and nature as well as providing important historical essays it draws on a range of perspectives and methodologies including historical theological philosophical and literary methods each part contains a critical introduction by the editor which provides an overview of issues and guides students to key ideas section introductions also provide an overview of the specific issues which arise in the readings in each section each part also includes suggestions for further reading and resources on the topics making this the ideal resource for courses on religion and the environment religion and ecology and religion and nature

We God's People 2021-12-16

this book is a collection of essays and reflections on religion by john jay chapman an american writer and critic it covers a wide range of topics including the nature of religious belief the role of religion in modern society and the relationship between religion and morality with its nuanced arguments and thought provoking insights this book is perfect for anyone interested in the philosophy of religion or the challenges facing religious institutions in the modern world this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Introduction to World Religions 2018-07-01

explores the relationship between religion and authority across civilizations and cultures

Routledge Handbook of Religion and Politics 2016-01-13

in faith the theologian theo hobson explores the notion of faith and the role it plays in our lives he unpacks the concept to ask whether faith is dependent on religion or whether it is also a general secular phenomenon in exploring this question hobson ranges widely over theology philosophy politics and psychology and engages with the writings of christian and atheist thinkers alike the book begins by considering attitudes to faith in recent works of atheism hobson shows how richard dawkins and other writers while attacking faith in one sense have exhibited faith in another the book goes on to explore the wider meaning of faith including our faith in free market capitalism the part faith plays in democratic politics and the role faith has in our psychological well being to understand the role of faith in modernity hobson argues we must attend to the specifically christian concept of faith hobson then returns to the religious meaning of faith by exploring the account of faith in the bible and charting the tension between faith and reason in christian thought the final chapter takes an autobiographical turn and relates how the author came to take faith seriously and to question what christians are meant to have faith in from the old testament story of abraham to the visionary poetry of w b yeats from the polemics of luther to the rhetoric of barack obama the author presents us with a fresh and illuminating meditation on the nature of faith in doing so he reveals how trust and faith the religious and secular are utterly entwined and how the attraction of religious faith outweighs the intellectual difficulties it presents

Religions and Environments 2014-01-30

Notes on Religion 2023-07-18
Religion and the Authority of the Past 1993

Faith 2014-12-05
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